
Snowman Shaker Christmas card      By Tanya Batrak 

Materials Used: Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; Chameleon Color Tones 30 Pens Set; 
Red Coral (RD2); Burgundy (RD5); Green Apple (GR1); Dark Sage (GR2); Cool Gray 5 
(CG5); Cool Gray 9 (CG9); Color Tops Cornflower Blue (BL4); Detail 6 mm; Fizzy Moon 
Snowman clear stamps set; red ribbon; Ranger Archival Ink black; shaker circle insert; star-
shaped sequins. 

Instructions: 

1. Stamp the images on a scrap piece of paper. I don’t have the stamp with boxes so I 
just drew them with Detail pen 6 mm. 



2. Cut a circle in a square card base matching the shaker circle insert. 

3. For better result first try some color combinations on a scrap piece of paper. 
Combination of Cornflower Blue Color Tops with the Red Coral Color Tones fits me 
the best.  



4. Start coloring the bow with Red Coral infusing the color before coloring for 2 
seconds moving from the center to the edges. Add shading with Burgundy. To 
emphasize the 3D look, add some more shading with Cool Gray 9.   

  

5. Color the middle box with Cornflower Blue and add shadows with Cool Gray 5. 
Color the smallest box with Green Apple also without infusing he color. Add 
shadows first with Dark Sage then with Cool Gray 9.  



6. Fill the shaker insert with the sequins. Add some glue on the edges and cover it with 
a piece of clear plastic. Let it dry. 

Color the snowman and the teddy bear with the same colors as the boxes. 

!  



7. Adhere the colored boxes inside the card. Adhere the filled shaker insert to the circle 
hole.  

!  



8. Adhere the red ribbon around the shaker insert. Then adhere the colored snowman 
with the teddy bear. Add the sentiment stamped on a stripe of paper. Adhere some 
sequins from both sides of the shaker inset.  

!  

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http://blog.chameleonpens.com, 
on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Tanya’s blog at http://
tanyabatrak.com

http://www.chameleonpens.com

